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The political blogosphere has changed a lot since I first starting blogging.

Six years ago I set up a little blog to chronicle my life in New York City. The intended

audience for the blog was my husband, who read it in the office while chomping on a bologna

sandwich at lunch. I had no grand designs of becoming a media celebrity or single handedly

taking down the newspaper industry or changing the course of American politics – which is a

good thing, because that never happened. I wanted to write stuff about my kids, my job, and

political events that were tied to my academic pursuits. My first posts were about a roof party in

the city and the trials of doing laundry in a fourth floor walk-up.

After a few months, I began to write more substantive posts and linked to other bloggers.

They linked back to me, and I gained a modest audience. I networked with bigger name bloggers

and gained a deeper understanding of blogging practices. I learned how to write a post that

would get noticed by others, how to keep my cool when a crackpot attacked me, and how to

avoid writing snarky posts about friends and family.

Blogging became a big part of my life. I spent nearly five hours of every weekday writing

blog posts, reading other people’s blogs, monitoring traffic sources, looking for blog fodder, and

responding to e-mails from readers. I blogged while my kids napped and after teaching classes at

Hunter College. I blogged instead of watching television.

Occasionally, I would cross paths with some of the virtual friends, and we heatedly

discussed our mutual passion. We traded stories about networking with newspaper columnists

and about hits coming in from the White House and Congress. We were giddy by high profile

articles in the mainstream press. In September 2004, the New York Times put Ana Marie Cox, the

blogger known as Wonkette, on the front cover of their magazine with veteran journalists

peering over her shoulder as she typed on her laptop. While it was fun to share our excitement in

person, real life interactions were rare; the real discussions happened online.

We had passionate arguments about articles in Atlantic Monthly or op-eds in the New

York Times. We developed our own language and inside jokes. Smart people from across the

country were all talking about the same things. It was my secret world of political geeks who

shared a love of Buffy the Vampire Slayer and the New Yorker -- a modern day Algonquin Round
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Table, but with a political activist bent. We wrote about political passions with the hopes that our

words would bring about real change. I’m not sure if we ever really changed the public agenda,

but at the time it all seemed possible.

Of course, there was more to blogging than rich discussions with the chattering class.

Blogging was very good for one’s ego. It was thrilling to write a three-paragraph response to an

article in the New York Times and within a few hours, find that four other bloggers had

responded to your argument and two thousand people had read your post. It was immediate

gratification and a dopamine high. After years of having my self-esteem destroyed in graduate

school, I was getting recognized.

A year after I first started blogging, my hobby became my research topic. A friend roped

me into writing my first paper about blogs for the 2004 American Political Science Association

meeting. Other research followed. Over the next several years, I collaborated with colleagues and

worked on solo projects that surveyed and interviewed several hundred bloggers about their

practices and interests. I also surveyed reporters about politics and the Internet. It turned out that

blogs were good for my CV as I pulled in more publications and citations than I had ever

achieved with my old research topic.

So, I have a unique perspective on blogs. I have studied them using various tools of social

science, and I have participated in the practice. I’m both the subject and the scientist. As a result,

I can prattle on for hours about the Internet. Some statements can be backed up with actual

evidence; other observations are based on experience.

Blogs have changed quite a bit since I first blogged about my laundry. There is less

conversation, less mutual linkage, and less wild flows of readership from blog to blog. There is

less certainty that an unknown talent will be discovered overnight. It’s a lot less exciting. These

changes have occurred because the medium has evolved. Participants have matured or have been

replaced by venture capital-backed professionals or by traditional journalists. Newer technology

has stepped in to fulfill some of the functions of blogs.

Political blogs have always been dominated by twenty or thirty bloggers who receive 90

percent of the Internet traffic. All other bloggers receive a handful of readers. Chris Anderson

describes the vast majority of websites with low traffic as “the long tail” of the Internet. The top

bloggers, also known as the A-list bloggers, serve as gatekeepers to the rest of the blogosphere.

They sort through their favorite blogs, find the posts that deserve further attention, link to the
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good posts, and send readers to check them out. The direct the flow of traffic around the Internet.

Readers are faceless numbers to the bloggers – their IP addresses and statistics in traffic

counters. The A-list bloggers push these numbers around the Internet, and they flow like water

through hyperlinks from an original blog post to other websites and blogs, and then flow back to

the A-list blogger again. That flow of readers was essential to the running of a healthy

blogosphere.

In a paper Dan Drezner and Henry Farrell presented at the 2004 American Political

Association, entitled the “The Power and Politics of Blogs,” they accurately described the old

norms of blogging. Drezner and Farrell, both bloggers as well as scholars, wrote that the A-list

bloggers, or focal blogs as they called them, identified the interesting posts in the blogosphere

and directed readers there. Occasionally, the lesser-known bloggers would contact the A-list

bloggers to let them know about something great that they wrote. As they put it, “The networked
structure of the blogosphere allows interesting arguments to wend their way to the top of the
blogosphere.” In other words, the Internet was a wonderful meritocracy. In theory, anything well

written or especially sharp would eventually get attention.

The composition of the A-list has changed over time. Various websites, some now

defunct, have kept track of the A-list bloggers. In 2004, a colleague and I compiled a list of the

top twenty bloggers based on four separate rankings of blogs. Those bloggers were amateurs or

independent. While a great number of those bloggers were highly educated individuals, they

considered themselves outsiders, they didn’t receive money for their work, and they weren’t

sponsored by a magazine or journal. They just had an itch to write stuff and put it on the Internet.

[Insert Chart 1. here]
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“Itch” may not be a strong enough word to describe an obsession that would drive

someone to spend as much as eight hours a day staring at a computer for no money and with no

evidence of reaching a particular goal. “Compulsion” might be a better word and perhaps even

“insanity.” In 2005, my colleague and I surveyed 141 average political bloggers about their

blogging habits. We found that 45 percent of bloggers spent one to two hours a day reading other

blogs, writing posts and maintaining their blog. Another 40 percent spent as much as three to five

hours a day at the blog. A few reported spending more than five hours per day blogging.

Blogging is a time consuming activity.

[Insert Chart 2. here]

However, much has changed since the old days of independent bloggers compulsively

blogging after work every day, and that change is most apparent among the A-list bloggers. The

top twenty blogs today are led by Huffington Post, a venture capital backed website run by the

well-known political commentator, Arianna Huffington. Following Huffington Post are

professional blogs run by newspapers or magazines, including CNN Political Ticker and The

Corner by the National Review. Others are professional Internet operations, similar to Huffington

Post. The Daily Beast, thirteenth on Technorati’s top political blog list, is run by long-time

successful publisher, Tina Brown. Politico was founded by two former reporters from the

Washington Post.

[Insert Chart 3 here]

Huffington Post has done much to change the old system of blogging. In December 2009,

Huffington Post received 9.8 million readers. It is by far the most read political blog with

readership surpassing the websites of traditional newspapers like the New York Times and the

Washington Post. Huffington Post is not like the old-style blogs of 2004. The many authors

primarily link to articles in the mainstream press or reproduce large portions of AP articles. Any

original material comes from media and Hollywood celebrities, such as Paul Reiser, Alex

Baldwin, or Martha Stewart. They rarely link to other bloggers and do not get the old ways and

norms that greased the system in the old days. HuffPo has gained prominence not through

reciprocity and community, but through old-fashioned media celebrity power, capital investment
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in a high powered website, and a staff of nameless drones that can provide links to the latest

information quickly.

Newspapers have entered into blogs to bring new readers to their dying medium. Senior

management for these operations have actively encouraged their reporting staff to set up blogs.

Many newspaper bloggers have become more successful than the old, independent bloggers;

they write well, their newspapers promote their blogs, and they provide real political information

that people find useful. Like the Huffington Post, these bloggers do not link to independent

bloggers.

What happened to the former A-list blogs? Some are still in operation, including the king

of the A-list in 2004, Glenn Reynolds of Instapundit, but these independent bloggers have lost

much of their old readership. The old hobbyists cannot complete with an office of paid, 20-

something staffers. Some of the former A-list bloggers dropped out of the blogosphere entirely –

victims of blogger burn out.

Blogger burnout is a problem that has affected all bloggers, not just the A-list. Spending

three, five, eight hours on the Internet is hard to maintain, especially when there are so few

tangible benefits.  It uses time, which could be spent with friends or looking for girlfriends. In

the past, blogging survived based on the goodwill and generosity of others. It's probably no

coincidence that every blogger that I've met face-to-face is an extraordinarily nice person. But it's

hard to volunteer that much time over a long period. Spouses tend to get annoyed. As a result,

bloggers have dropped out, reduced their output, and link less to other bloggers.

Other former A-listers were co-opted. Established magazines and journals hired them to

blog on their websites in order to bring in new readers and to save the dying medium. Megan

McArdle of Asymmetrical Information and Andrew Sullivan moved to Atlantic Monthly. Ezra

Klein was hired by The Washington Post. Bringing bloggers on board was a fantastic

development for many reasons. It provided an income and a profession to some very talented

individuals. It gave them the financial means to continue their work. It gave them credibility and

press passes, which offered them access to conventions and politicians. They were able to bring

the discussions of a small group of political junkies to the eyes of a larger audience.

However, the move from independent bloggers to paid staff members of important

newspapers and interest groups had an impact on the old system of blogging. Perhaps because

these newly professional bloggers felt pressured to distance themselves from their amateur roots,
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they stopped linking to independent bloggers. They were more likely to link to academic studies,

foundation reports, newspaper articles, or live-blogged events.

Matthew Yglesias is one of the superstar bloggers who went pro. Matt started off

blogging from his dorm room at Harvard in 2002. He was later hired to produce blog posts for

the American Prospect, but maintained his independent blog until he was hired by Atlantic

Monthly in 2007. In 2008, he moved on to blog for the Center for American Progress. His new

professional status has had an impact on his linkage patterns.

In the last week of September of 2004, Yglesias wrote 30 posts with 31 hyperlinks on his

independent blog. Fifteen of those links were to independent blogs, and the remaining sixteen

links were to newspapers, websites, journals, or think tank studies. In the last week of September

of 2009, he wrote 66 posts with 131 hyperlinks for his blog at the Center for American Progress.

Only seven of 131 hyperlinks were to independent bloggers. The remaining 122 links primarily

pointed readers to everything else, but primarily traditional newspapers and journals. Yglesias is

writing a lot more, but referring to independent bloggers a lot less.

[Insert Chart 4.]

New technology also undermined the blogosphere. One of the vital functions of the early

blogosphere was to point readers to the best articles or arguments in the mainstream press or the

blogs. Some bloggers, including Reynolds from Instapundit, rarely wrote more than a few

sentences and, instead, heavily linked to hot topics in the blogosphere. Linking to key things was

always a major function of the blogosphere. In our 2005 survey of 141 average political

bloggers, we found that 91 percent of our sample reported linking to newspaper articles and

another 87 percent linked to other blog posts in the past week.

Today, people trade links through Twitter and Facebook. Twitter enables readers to more

efficiently learn of the hot news of the day. Instead of clicking on individual blogs, there’s a

running stream of information in a pithy 140 character format. Facebook enables friends to share

links and information in a casual, private atmosphere and with less knowledge of technology.

Other devices for spreading traffic around the Internet also fell by the wayside, including

blogrolls and blog rings.

Readers are burned out, as well. They are not clicking on hyperlinks as often as they used

to. In the past, if a big mega blogger linked to one of my posts, 10,000 new readers would shoot
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over in one afternoon. Now, a link by a mega blogger sends over a couple hundred readers.

Readers are probably not venturing far from their comfort zone anymore, because they were sent

to too many poor websites in the past and are tired of investing energy in figuring out a new

blog. Even if an A-list bloggers notices a well-written post by an up-and-coming blogger and

links to it, readers are less likely to read it today.

As a result, it is a lot harder for unknown but clever individuals to be found and get

attention. At this moment, a young Dickens or a hot new political and social commentator may

be churning out little gems on the Internet that will never be found by anyone. The head is no

longer connected to the long tail of the Internet. The mechanism that found quality work and

alerted the world is broken.

Back in the early days of blogging, it was very popular to believe that the Internet acted

as a leveling device. The Internet doesn’t care who your daddy is. It doesn’t care if you’re

carrying around twenty extra pounds. It doesn’t know which graduate school you went to.

Through the system of linkage of quality blog posts and a connected A-list, the Internet

theoretically rewarded merit, hard work, humor, and originality. However, the Internet has never

lived up to its promise.

The democratizing tendencies of the Internet have always been overstated. To write blog

posts about politics, one needs a very high education level and a very high interest in politics. In

his book, The Myth of Digital Democracy, Matthew Hindman points out that bloggers are an

elite group. Hindman is correct to a degree. In our 2005 survey of bloggers, we found that 39

percent of bloggers had a BA, 33 percent had an MA, and 11 percent had a PhD, JD, or MD.

Bloggers were always highly educated. However, these original independent bloggers were not a

traditional elite; they were a lower echelon of elites, the Junior League of elites, and the blogs

enabled these young, untenured professors and kids just out of Harvard to get attention for their

ideas and research. With the changes in the blogosphere, the Internet no longer enables this

Junior League to jump to the head of the pack.

The Algonquin Roundtable-like discussions in the blogs about political and social matters

have died off due to blogger burnout or have migrated to Facebook and Twitter. The discussions

on these other media are less satisfiying. They are either limited to small number of friends on

Facebook or are happening with telegram-like brevity on Twitter.
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Yet, blogging continues, albeit in a very different form than in the past. Independent

amateurs can still find prominence in the blogosphere, provided they possess unique skills or

specialized knowledge. Unique among the new A-list bloggers is FiveThirtyEight, which quickly

rose to the head of the pack not by mutual linkage like the old style bloggers, nor by traditional

media connections and capital like the newer blogs. FiveThirtyEight is run by Nate Silver, a stats

geek from Chicago, who applied his knowledge of statistics for baseball to the 2008 presidential

primaries and general election. Even if these specialized blogs don’t receive large enough

readership to place them among the A-list like FiveThirtyEight, they may attract the important

readers in the media or political community who specialize in the same area. Reporters with the

Supreme Court beat read SCOTUS, Lawyers, Guns, and Money, and other legal blogs. Niche

blogs become part of the policy network. In 2007, I surveyed journalists at four national

newspapers about blogs. The journalists reported that they read niche blogs, rather than broad,

ideological blogs. They weren’t reading the Daily Kos or Instapundit, but blogs that revolved

around the nuances of sentencing law or dished out media industry gossip. A case study of seven

policy bloggers in 2006 also revealed that niche bloggers had received considerable attention

within their field for their work.

Blogging is still an excellent medium for self-expression and professional networking,

but it will no longer make mega-stars. Blogs that target particular audiences and have a clear

mission will find a following. Even without a following, political blogs can be the means to other

goals -- a rough draft for future articles or books, a way to network with professionals, a way to

have fun. Non-political blogs may even have deeper significance as they record for future social

historians the details of ordinary life at this moment in history. Those are very real and good

outcomes of blogging and that's why I'm continuing to keep at it.
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Chart 1. The Top Twenty Bloggers of 2004

1. InstaPundit
2. Talking Points Memo: by Joshua Micah Marshall
3. Eschaton/Atrios
4. AndrewSullivan.com - Daily Dish
5. The Daily Kos
6. Matthew Yglesias
7. TalkLeft: The Politics of Crime
8. The Volokh Conspiracy
9. This Modern World
10. Crooked Timber
11. Asymmetrical Information
12. USS Clueless
13. Samizdata.net
14. VodkaPundit
15. Doc Searls Weblog
16. Brad DeLong's Semi-Daily Journal
17. BuzzMachine by Jeff Jarvis
18. The Rittenhouse Review
19. Oliver Willis: Like Kryptonite To Stupid
20. LILEKS (James) The Bleat

Source: Rankings from combining data from Blogstreet Rankings, Truth Laid Bear Ecosystem, Technorati Top 100 and The
Truth Laid Bear in 2004

Chart 2
Hours Spent Doing All Blog Related Activities

Frequency Percent
Less than 1 hour a day 13 9 %
1-2 hours a day 63 45
3-5 hours a day 56 40
More than 5 hours a day 6 4
Don’t Know or missing 3 2

Source: McKenna and Pole 2005 Survey, 141 political bloggers

Chart 3.
The Top Twenty Political Blogs of 2010
1. Huffington Post
2. Hot Air
3. CNN Political Ticker (CNN)
4. Ben Smith's Blog/ Politico
5. Hotline on Call (National Journal)
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6. The Corner at National Review
7. Think Progress (Center for American Progress)
8. FiveThirtyEight: Politics Done Right
9. Political Punch (ABC)
10. Michelle Malkin
11. The Note (ABC)
12. The Plum Line (Washington Post)
13. The Daily Beast
14. NewsBusters.org - Exposing Liberal
15. The Daily Dish by Andrew Sullivan (Atlantic Monthly)
16. RedState
17 Public Policy Polling
18. American Thinker
19. Big Government
20. Commentary (Commentary Magazine)
Source: According to Technorati, the top political blogs on January 23, 2010

Chart 4.
Comparing Linkage Patterns for Matt Yglesias in 2004 and 2009

Total Number
of Posts Total Number of Hyperlinks

Number of links to Independent
Bloggers

Sept. 24-Oct. 1 2004 30 31 15
Sept. 28 – Oct. 2 2009 66 131 7


